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Flag hoisting, Launch of the Grievance Redressal
Portal and release of Hand Book on "Public Utility
Services"
----------15 August 2020 was a red letter day for MPSLSA with the
launch of Grievance Redressal Portal and release of Hand Book on
"Public Utility Services" apart from flag hoisting by Hon‟ble Chief
Justice Shri AK Mittal in presence of Hon‟ble Executive Chairman,
and companion judges at the Principal Seat Jabalpur.
Maintaining safety standards of
physical distancing, the “Online
Grievance
Redressal
Portal
http://mpslsa.gov.in‟‟ and Handbook
Book on "Public Utility Services" was
released in the presence Registrar
General, Member Secretary and
officials of M.P. State Legal Services Authority. This portal will
address a much awaited need of the public to secure accessibility to
justice through online mode. It will have features for online filing,
checking status of request, processing at level of the concerned
Legal Services Institution and monitoring by Member Secretary.
The Handbook on Public Utility Services translated in Hindi has all
forms and formats for filing complaints
relating to
road transportation,
sanitation, electricity, water supply ,
housing, health or insurance services
under 22 (B) of the Legal Services
Authorities Act, 1987 without any
court fees.
Audio
clips/Jingles
with
information on “who is entitled for
Legal Services” under section 12 of
Legal Services Authority and “Benefits
of Mediation” were also hosted apart
from “Newsletter" reflecting activities
of MPSLSA over the last six months.
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Court Based Legal Services
Reaching out to Senior Citizens
Success Story
On 29th August 2020 Senior Citizen woman Smt. Dorothee
Sneha Lata Yogee aged 72 years resident of Jabalpur came to DLSA
Jabalpur and apprised that her husband & daughter who are
residing with her are harassing her regarding the house which is
under her name. She also informed the authorities that her
husband &daughter threatens to transfer her property and also is
trying to evict her from the house.
Secretary DLSA Jabalpur
listened carefully to the whole
matter and after looking to the
documents informed her that
under the Maintenance and
Welfare of Parents and Senior
Citizens
Act, 2007 she
is
entitled to get protection for
herself and her property. Thus
she was given free legal aid
within 2 hours her claim was
prepared and sent it to the senior citizen tribunal in the SDM Court
Omti along with the letter of District Legal Service Authority. The
proceedings of this matter are continuously monitored by the legal
Authority.

Monitoring through Online mode

Online meeting of the Committee
constituted under the National Legal Services
Authority "Free and Competent Legal Services
Regulations 2010" was organized by District
Legal Services Authority Mandsaur, on 11
August 2020 at 01:00 pm.
The meeting was attended by DLSA
Secretary Mandsaur and Members of Monitoring
& Mentoring Committee, Ist ADJ Shri NS Baghel
and retired Special Judge Mr. Raghuvir Singh
Chundawat.

Member of Monitoring and
Mentoring Shri Raghuvir Singh
Chundawat is connected to
DLSA for monitoring of Legal
Aid Cases
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Success Story
Assistance to victim of threatened Domestic Violence
Trin Trin Trin – a call at 8 pm reflected an unknown number.
For the Secretaries associated with LSIs, it has became a part of
their lives to reach out to all and sundry, as anyone may be in need
for help. When Secretary DLSA took the call, a concerned male
voice from the other end informed that he was calling from Gwalior
and was anxious about his sister. He informed that she was living
alone in village Surela teh Khachrod (Distt. Ujjain) and her former
husband is threatening her on mobile. He also gave his sister's
mobile number. Instructions were immediately given to Mr. Manoj
Suman, who was posted in Khachrod Tehsil Legal Services
Committee, who spoke to the woman on the phone and told her not
to be afraid. He also instructed the gram Sachiv & contacted the
police to care for the safety of the woman. On the second day, Mr.
Manoj Suman arrived at the village with Para Legal Volunteer and
informed her about legal services. The next day she visited tehsil
Khachrod Legal Service Committee and necessary actions have been
taken for her security. This has empowered the women who is now
assured that legal services is now only a call away.

Security to the distressed woman
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Mediation
E-Inauguration of 06 Mediation & 01 ADR Centre
On 25.08.2020 Hon‟ble the Chief Justice/Patron-in-Chief in
the presence of Hon‟ble the Executive Chairman, MP SLSA and
companion Judges of the High Court of Madhya Pradesh has been
pleased to inaugurate 01 ADR Centre at Singrauli along with
Mediation Centers under the Tehsil Legal Services Committees at
Alirajpur, Guna, Hoshangabad and Sehore districts.
On this particular occasion, Hon‟ble Judges of Supreme Court
of India namely Hon‟ble Shri Justice Arun Mishra, Hon‟ble Shri
Justice A. M. Khanwilkar and Hon‟ble Shri Justice Hemant Gupta
also connected through online mode and extended their heartfelt
greetings on inauguration of these centres.

Hon'ble The Chief Justice/Patron-in-Chief
MP SLSA e-inaugurating ADR &
Mediation Centres

e-Inauguration of Mediation Centre at
TLSC Maheshwar Distt. Mandleshwar

With this e-Inauguration we now have ADR Centres functional
in 43 District Courts and Mediation Centers in 47 Tehsil Courts in
the State of Madhya Pradesh.
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Inauguration of Community Mediation Centre
by Nema Community
After completion of 20 hrs Online
Community Mediation Training, a first
ever Community Mediation Centre
established in State of Madhya
Pradesh by Adv. Shri Sunil Nema for
Nema Community at Bhopal which is
inaugurated by Secretary DLSA
Bhopal.
With the inauguration of this
centre, disputes arising within Nema
Community will be referred to the
Community Mediation Centre for
resolution of disputes at primary level which result in saving time
and money of parties.

Success Stories
(1)
Daughters seeking their right- Settled through Pre-litigation Mediation
In Hindu families, many times after daughter's marriage they
have to take recourse of legal remedial measures to obtain their
share in ancestral property.
Court proceedings in family disputes not only end the family
harmony but also severely affect both parties financially and
socially. After the long legal battle in court both parties, regardless
of who wins, are fell defeated.
This type of issue arose before
Mrs. 'A', 'B' (names not disclosed)
when they claim a share in sell prise
of ancestral land. After the refusal of
Father a strain arose and daughters
In need of legal advice and aid for
the demand of statutory
rights,
came to the office of DLSA, Barwani
with the help of a PLV.
Legal Aid Clinic – DLSA Barwani
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Secretary DLSA Barwani informed them about the prelitigation conciliatory resolution by taking recourse of the mediation
process. After their concurrence, notices were issued and on 28-082020 Mrs. 'A','B' and their father with siblings appeared before
DLSA.
Elaborating the benefits of the
mediation process and the possibility of
a harmonious resolution of the dispute
as a win-win solution, both parties
consented for mediation. Under a
trained Mediator the matter was
deliberated upon in confidential single
& joint sessions.
After detailed deliberations the matter
was settled with an agreement of
transfer of Rs 1 Lac each to 'A', 'B'
against their share in ancestral
property. The settled amount was paid
to the daughters on 29.08.2020 before
the permanent and continuous Lok
Adalat Bench which passed an award in
accordance
with
the
mediation
agreement between the parties.
The father blessed both daughters
and as a result, the family dispute was
resolved at the pre-litigation stage
without having to resort to allegations &
counter allegations or bearing the expenses of time & money.

(2)
Settlement of Contractual Obligations through Mediation
In a peculiar case where both the parties approached DLSA
Jabalpur, it came to light that the disputes arose because seller
(namesake „A‟) and buyer (namesake „B‟) sold house on an
agreement of Rs. 30 Lacs out of which 15 lac rupees had been
transferred by the buyer in advance but before he could remit the
remaining 15 lac rupees he was confined to jail in some other
property dispute, as a result of which the money was not paid on
time.
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When both the parties approached DLSA Jabalpur, the matter
was settled through qualified mediator with both parties honoring
the terms of the agreement. The mediation settlement was then
referred to the bench of Permanent Lok Adalat and the decree was
passed thereon ending in a successful resolution of dispute through
amicable means.

(3)
Matrimonial dispute
Complainant Rajshri Verma, resident of Indra Vihar Colony,
Bhopal moved an application against her husband namely Sanjay
Verma due to certain family dispute between them. After few
sessions of pre-litigation mediation, they settled their dispute
amicably on 06th August, 2020. As per agreed terms and
conditions, it was agreed that the wife along with daughter shall
reside with her husband forthwith. The in-laws of husband were
there to bless the couple with an assurance of non-interference to
the detriment of either party.
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Lok Adalat Programmes
Online Lok Adalat
With a view to resolve disputes of parties, the M.P. SLSA
designed formats for conducting e-Lok Adalat. Accordingly, Special
Lok Adalats for all matters through online mode was scheduled on
08.08.20 and 29.08.20 at the High Court and Dist. Court level.

No. of cases taken
up
330

Disposal at High Court Level
Number of cases
Settlement
disposed
Amount
216

No. of cases taken
up
6486

2,02,99,400/-

Disposal at Dist. Court Level
Number of cases
Settlement
disposed
Amount
1677

34,15,25,084/-

Benefitted
persons
913

Benefitted
persons
3966

Total Disposal (High Court + District Court)
No. of cases taken
up
6816

Number of cases
disposed
1893

Settlement
Amount
36,18,24,484/-

Benefitted
persons
4879

The nature of matters disposed through online mode was under
MACT, NI Act, Civil Disputes and Criminal Compound matters.
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One has to be aware to get his right
Public Utility Services- Lok Adalat
The Scheme of Lok Adalat for Public Utility Services was not
functioning effectively in District Ujjain and people were not getting
benefit of the scheme, due to which it is necessary that the scheme
should be promoted among its stakeholders by meetings and other
promotional ways. Looking to the pandemic, it was not possible to
physically organize the meeting/events, in this situation, it is
decided to organize a virtual meeting.
A virtual meeting was held on 08.08.2020 which included
judges, advocates, court officers, para legal volunteers, and citizens.
Detailed information regarding the Scheme was given and the
queries of the stakeholders' were responded for the success of the
above program. Within a week 12 cases were filed and many calls
received regarding queries related to Scheme.

DLSA Secretary deliberating with various Stakeholders

Success Stories under Lok Adalat
(1)
On 27.07.2019 the life of Dhannalal aged 6 years belonging to a
remote tribal community village Kalakhet Dist. Barwani underwent
turmoil. He was seriously injured due to electrocution through a 11
KVA electric line while he was grazing his goats. His parents rushed
him to the district hospital, Barwani from where he was referred to
M.Y. Hospital, Indore. After prolonged treatment, his life was saved
but the doctors were left with no other option but to amputate his
left arm. He also underwent plastic surgery on the inner part of his
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left thigh and foot which made it difficult to walk without
assistance. Worried about the condition of his son, Masru (father)
went for assistance to different offices but did not get any help.
In this hopeless situation, Masru saw a ray of hope when he
heard about Free Legal Assistance and came at DLSA office,
Barwani. After getting information of incident, Free Legal Advice
was provided to Masru by DLSA, Barwani.
Also with the help of legal aid lawyer an application was filed
before Permanent Lok Adalat (PUS), Barwani on 29-06-2020 and
after hearing the case sensitively the matter was decided within
two months. Vide order dated 24-08-2020 passed by the bench of
PLAPUS, a total compensation of Rs. 20 Lac (Twenty Lakhs) to
Dhannalal.
Thus with free legal aid and effective awareness of PLAPUS
and DLSA Barwani, Dhannalal received the sum of Rs. 20 Lac by
the concerned Electricity Board.
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Glimpses of E-Lok Adalat

Lok Adalat Pre sitting through Online modeDLSA Alirajpur

DLSA Mandsaur

DLSA Dewas

DLSA Damoh
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Reaching out to our Jail Inmates
through virtual modes
e-Mulakat Corner
In the light of directions issued by Hon‟ble High Court of
Madhya Pradesh and State legal services authority Jabalpur, a
dedicated E corner has been set up at the entrance gate of District
Court Gwalior. Facility of e-Mulakat is also available at the corner
from where the advocates and the family members of the jail inmates can talk to the person who is in custody. Anybody who wants
to use this facility can apply to the E corner, after which timings are
conveyed to them after coordinating with the Central Jail authority.

DLSA Gwalior Established e-Corner

Facilities available through video conferencing for Jail inmates to
connect them to their families at DLSA Shahdol
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Video Conferencing on Establishment of Virtual Legal Aid
Clinics in Central Jails
MPSLSA organized a meeting through online mode in
coordination with CHRI for Establishment of virtual Legal Aid
Clinics in Central Jails in State of Madhya Pradesh. In the meeting
it is discussed that on the basis of number of cases, dates for
conducting virtual legal aid clinic should be finalized in
consultation with DLSA, Prison Officer in charge of prison, PLV and
other concerned Authorities. It was also discussed that separate
clinic to be arranged for Hon‟ble Supreme Court and High Court. In
this meeting Member Secretary MPSLSA has given directions
regarding establishment, monitoring and review of virtual legal aid
clinic in jail.

MPSLSA addressing District Jail
Administration

Resource Person from CHRI & inmates of
Central Jail- Narsinghpur
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Addressing Health, Hygiene and other administrative needs
of Jail inmates
On 28-08-2020, DLSA Bhind organized inspection through
video conferencing, Deputy Jail Superintendent, District Jail Bhind
Mr. OP Pandey apprised that the total number of detainees in the
District Jail Bhind is 221 but no case of corona was reported.
Further, no inmates were reported suffering from any serious
illness. With the help of convict PLVs, DLSA held VC with the
detainees separately and inquired about health, food, cleanliness.
No problems of any kind were reported by the prisoners. The
inmates were explicitly informed, they can be provided free legal aid
if they are unrepresented. Deputy Superintendent Shri Pandey was
instructed to take necessary steps in relation to prevention of
Corona transmission and for adequate sanitation.
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District Legal Services Authority, Neemuch
On 29/08/2020, online inspection of District Jail, Neemuch
and online meeting of panel advocates with detainees was
conducted.
A total of 505 male prisoners and 23 female prisoners are in
prison. 01 child is also present in jail with a female captive. There is
no Corona positive in District Jail, Neemuch. A separate quarantine
cell has been made for the newcomers. Discussions were also made
with the prisoners regarding food and drink and other
arrangements and problems.
The detainees connected with their advocates in the district
jail Neemuch through video conferencing. The prisoners gathered
information from their lawyers about the progress made in their
cases.

Secretary DLSA communicating to Jail Inamtes & Panel Lawyers through Online Modes
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Special care of prisoners
A prisoner Bhavagat Singh, sentenced to life
imprisonment in Central Jail Narsinghpur, was released on
15.08.2020. He was 75 percent disabled as per certificate issued by
Medical Board Narsinghpur not competent to take care of himself
and his family due to his physical and financial condition. In
coordination with the Bhagwan Mahavir Viklang Samitee functional
under the aegis of MP SLSA at Netaji Subhash Chandra Bose
Medical College & Jail Authority Narsinghpur the jail inmate was
provided a prosthetic leg soon after his release.

Before

After

DLSA Narsinghpur inspected the Central Jail Narsinghpur on
19-08-2020 and gave directions on various issues to Jail
Authorities especially on record-keeping of Legal Aid Clinics.
Further, concerned PLVs have been directed to prepare a register &
make the entries in the prescribed register on daily basis. In this
visit, 06 under trial prisoners were identified for legal aid. District
Authority has appointed Panel Lawyers in all 06 identified cases.
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Glimpses of Jail

Awareness Camp in Jail by DLSA Bhopal

Visit to Jail under the existing protocol – DLSA Dewas
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Awareness Camp in Jail by DLSA Balaghat

Visit to Jail – DLSA Chhatarpur
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Online Training and Webinar
40 Hrs on-line Mediation Training to Advocates
The Madhya Pradesh State Legal Services Authority (MPSLSA)
organized a 40-hour on-line mediation training programme for
advocates of some Tehsils. The programme was conducted under
the guidance of Justice A.K. Mittal, Chief
Justice of the Madhya Pradesh High Court and
Patron in Chief of MPSLSA and under the
supervision of Justice Sanjay Yadav, Executive
Chairman, MPSLSA.
The online mediation programme was
conducted for Dheemarkheda Tehsil of Katni
district, Harsood of Khandwa district, Niwas
and Nainpur of Mandla district, Maheshwar of
Mandleshwar district, Ajaygarh of Panna
distict, Udaipura, Gairatganj and Silwani of
Raisen district and Khilchipur and Jeerapur
Tehsil of Rajgadh district where there is a
single judge and no trained mediator.
To ensure redressal of cases in the above
mentioned courts of 12 districts, 40 hours mediation training
programme was organized for 24 advocates form August 17 to
August 28 which included role plays and exercises in writing
settlement agreements.
Giribala Singh, Member Secretary, MPSLSA and Rajiv Karmhe,
Registrar MPSLSA administered the training to the advocates. Apart
from that Dr O.P. Raichandani, Psychologist Medical College and Dr
CCS Thakur retired Professor Rani Durgawati University rendered
their service as resource person.

Hon’ble The Executive Chairman MPSLSA addressing the participants
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Online Training programme conducted by DLSA Barwani
In this pandemic time, where physical activities are restricted,
virtual outreach activities were organized to achive targes ,reach
needy persons and trained Penal Lawers, PLV's and others.
With object to reach maximum number of lawyer's on a
particular topic in a go, Virtual workshop on "Parmanent Lok Adalat
(Public Utility Services)" was organized with DLSA Ujjain on 08-082020 and with DLSA,Mandsour on 19-082020 .
A
workshop/training
Prog.
on
"NALSA(Legal Services to the Workers in
the unorganized sector" Was organized on
13-08-2020 in which PLV'S of DLSA
Barwani, Jhabua,Sagar and ujjain were
adressed virtually by secretaries of all
connected DLSA.
A virtual workshop/training Prog. of
penal Lawyers was organized on 07-082020 in which Senior Adv. Shri
J.C.Sharma
enlighten
participant
advocates,specially juniors , on legal
provisions and skills of drafting a plaint
with respect to Suit valuvation and court fee.

Online lecture delivered by Secretary DLSA Bhopal
DLSA Secretary Bhopal delivered Online lecture on the topic of
“Cyber Law & emerging technology” held with the joint cooperation
of Bharat Youth Forum, Bhopal on 31st August, 2020
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Awareness programme under NALSA (Legal services to the
Mentally ill and mental disabled persons) Scheme 2015
An
awareness
program
was
conducted in joint venture of DLSA
Gwalior and DLSA Jhabua through online
webinar under the aegis of the Happiness
and Awareness Mission, Anand Club of
Gwalior for rendering legal services to
mentally ill and stressed persons on live
You Tube channel on dated 30.8.2020
Sunday, 05:00 PM.
As a guest Additional District Judge
/ Secretary, District Legal Services
Authority, Gwalior, Shri Rituraj Singh
Chauhan and Secretary DLSA Jhabua
Shri Rajesh Dewaliya have apprised about
Schemes conducted by Legal Services
Institutions.
The H.O.D. in charge of government mental health school
Gwalior Shri Sanjay Lahariya and the Professor of Psychology, Shri
Dr. N.K. Nagaich provided useful information to participants
connected to Gwalior and Jhabua
regarding mental and
Psychological problems. About 100 participants were joined through
webinar.
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Virtual camp for senior citizen- DLSA Bhind

Virtual camp for Children- DLSA Bhind
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Webinar for Prosecution Officers of Districts Sagar & Jhabua
{in consolation with DLSA Jhabua}

There are three important pillars of criminal justice
administration – Court, Police and prosecution in which the task of
prosecution is to provide justice to the victim through the court and
punish the offender for criminal act y presenting proper evidence
collected after the police investigation in this way the prosecution
department act as the back bone of the entire criminal justice
administration and directly plays an important role in the smooth
functioning of law and order.
DLSA, Sagar and DLSA, Jhabua together organized a webinar
for the prosecution officers of both the districts and want to
encourage them regarding fulfillment of their responsibilities to
establish a fair, independent and quality prosecution service to
increase the trust of the public and discharge their duties through
fairness, transparency, cooperation and responsibility. In this
regard, DLSA Chairman has blessed all the officers attending the
webinar by his august presence
and he has suggested to implement
policy, process and law reformation
to provide citizen centric services to
concerned persons so that the
pendency of cases be reduced in
courts.
Secretary
DLSA,
Sagar,
addressed the prosecution officers
regarding adoption of sensitive and respectful behavior towards
victims and witnesses in the prosecution process.
They were informed about victim compensation and rights
available to victims of crime may be awarded compensation by
DLSA upon recommendation of court under section 357A (2)
Cr.P.C, the victim may be awarded compensation by DLSA upon
application of Victim or his/her dependents under section 357A (4)
Cr.P.C. Immediate relief is available in cases of acid attack, etc
andall hospitals are bound to provide first aid or medical treatment.
Secretary DLSA, Jhabua, Shri Rajesh Devaliya enlightened the
participants about various provisions of Madhya Pradesh crime
victim compensation scheme, 2015.
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Panch “J”
(Jan, Jal, Jungle, Jameen, Jaanwar)
Tree Plantation Under 'Panch ‘J' Abhiyan

DLSA Balaghat

DLSA Damoh

DLSA Dhar
DLSA
Dhar

DLSA Shivpuri
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Vaccination and tagging of herbivores

DLSA Jhabua

DLSA Anuppur

DLSA Damoh
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Under PANCH “J” Campaign, a
plantation

drive

cum

awareness

programme was organised on 17th of
July 2020 by Judicial Magistrate &
Chairman TLSC Depalpur. Advocates
and other members of judicial fraternity
also played their part in plantation
drive

in

Tehsil

Court

TLSC Dr. Ambedkar Nagar

Campus

(Mhow)

Depalpur. Judicial officers, Members

of Bar and Staff planted saplings of
fruitful trees & took pledge to take care of
the plant. Above campaign has been
initiated by the M.P. State Legal Services
Authority Jabalpur in order to create
awareness

TLSC Dr. Ambedkar Nagar

protection

(Mhow)
among

individuals

regarding
of

environment
as

well

as

at

organizational level.
TLSC Dr. Ambedkar Nagar (Mhow)
also organised a plantation drive in Mhow
Sub Jail on 19th of July 2020, under the
leadership of ADJ & Chairman TLSC

TLSC Depalpur

Programme was attended Judicial Officers who emphasized on the
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importance of Panch „J‟ and how we can
contribute towards saving the environment by
planting trees and by avoiding use of Single
use plastic.

TLSC Depalpur
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Saving the best gift of nature- DLSA Ujjain
In today‟s enviorment , it is the duty of every citizen to save
and preserve the gifts like Jan, Jal, Jameen, Jungle and Jaanwar.
District Legal Services Authority Ujjain under Panch-J scheme
planned to aware villagers to save and preserve such gifts. For this
We visit different gram panchayats
like Aakya Jagir, Chapanair, Sedari,
Meen, Kesariya, Kanchan Kheri,
Ghinoda, Madavada, Mokdi etc.of
Tehsil and District Ujjain on different
days under Panch-J scheme week.
The villages
ware inspected with
regard to plantation, environmental
protection, water problem, farming, greenery, pollution problem etc.
All the people present were informed about Panch-J (jan, jal,
jungle, jameen, jaanwar) for environmental protection and also
discussed the problems of the villagers with the gram sarpanch and
gram secretary and directed them to solve
them. Problem relating to construction of
community well, panchayat building,
plantation, drainage, cremation ground
water tank, CC Road, farm pond, Kapil
Dhara, Nandan Phalodyan, kitchen shed,
check dam, school wall etc. were solved at
the spot. During visit to some villages it
came to notice that denizens of the village who were earlier
working in industrial areas of Uttar Pradesh, Maharashtra, Gujarat
and Rajasthan prior to lockdown, are unable to go back to their
work place and they are facing crisis in earning their living. In
these
circumstances,
with
the
coordination
through
Sarpanchs
/Secretaries of Gram panchayat schemes
have been devised for their alternative
employment through MNREGA Scheme,
Kapil Dhara Scheme, Pradhan Mantri
Rojgar Yojana under which laborers are
currently getting remuneration of Rs.190
/ - per day.
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Success Stories:-

Reaching out to wandering person in need of care
Mrs. Anamika Jain and Mrs. Reena Kumawat, paralegal
volunteers of District Legal Services Authority, Mandsaur are
running shelter home for mentally challenged women in Mandsaur
named “Anamika Ashrya Grah”. Station incharge of thana Nai
aabadi mandsaur informed to Ms. Anamika jain that a woman from
Jhalawar (Rajasthan) has been wandering in Mandsaur for last 22
days. In accordance with the training imparted to PLVs, they
immediately got in touch with the DLSA Mandsaur and also gather
information about her brother. The Police officials, Anamika
Foundation and other duty holders extended full support to DLSA.
Under the existing protocol, immediate care was provided to her. In
coordination with the stake holders the lady was rehabilitated to
her home place and it turned into a happy reunion with her family.
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Flagging off the cyclists on Rashtriya khel Diwas
On the occasion of Rashtriya khel Diwas DLSA Jhabua in
coordination with Nehru Youth Centre organized a cycling
programme for public health and immunity boosting against corona
transmission. In this Programme all Judicial officers, Advocates,
Distt. Sports officer and officials of Nehru Yuva Center have
participated for spreading awareness towards health.

Cycling for Health, Programme organized by DLSA Jhabua for the purpose of immunity boosting
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Legal Services to Disaster Victims under
NALSA Scheme
Due to flood in the district Hoshangabad, the lower township
including villages adjacent to the Narmada river have been affected
and the lives of the residents have been disrupted.
The DLSA Hoshangabad made efforts to provide essential items,
a team of PLVs was constituted consisting Mr. Alok Sharma, Mr.
Sher Singh Badkur, Mr. Sachin Sarathe, Ms. Bhavna Visht, Ms.
Seema Kathwas, Mrs. Anjana Swarnakar, Mrs. Pushpa Verma, Mr.
Rajendra Kushwaha, Mr. Satyam Keer, Ku. Pallavi Keer who
distributed packed food items to the affected people and helped
them in coordination with administrative agencies and nongovernmental organizations.
The team of PLVs is continuously providing assistance to flood
victims.

PLV of DLSA Hoshangabad distributing food packets to the needy

PLV Tariq Pasha guiding the stranded people- DLSA Raisen
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Success Story
Reaching out to victim buried under debris of construction
On 25.08.2020, at 04.00 pm, the two storey house located at
station road, Dewas suddenly collapsed. In this accident eleven
people were buried under debris. Paralegal volunteers of District
Legal Services Authority, Dewas, Mr. Shahid Modi and Mr. Salim
Sheikh immediately got in touch with DLSA Dewas. In coordination
with the district administration & Municipal Corporation through
round the clock monitoring by PLVs & the DLSA nine people were
rescued safely from the rubble. Now efforts are being made for their
rehabilitation, treatment and assistance.

Reaching out to the Victims beneath the
rubble- Dewas 25.08.2020
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Legal Services to Children under
NALSA Scheme
A student of Class-XII & victim of sexual offence, residing in “
Swadhaar Grah'' Chhatarpur was in mental trauma in connection
with the incident which had happened to her in the past. During a
routine inspection by DLSA Chhatarpur the facts came to light.
Arrangements were made for appropriate counseling and through
consistent follow up and motivation she continued her studies and
she was ready to write the XIIth board exam.
The other aspect was the distance of the examination centre which
was around 45 K.M. away from the Home. DLSA Chhatarpur made
arrangement through Police Department for helping her to reach
the examination centre. Her good results have been an
encouragement to other children in the home and to similarly place
other victims of such offence.

Celebration time- Felicitating the students
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Quiz competition on
“Constitution & Fundamental Duties”
On 27.08.2020 DLSA Shahdol organized a Quiz Competition
for the students of Vivek Public Higher Secondary School under
existing protocol of Covid 19 on the Topic- Constitution &
Fundamental Duties. For this competition four groups consisting
four students each were created named Sardar Vallabh Bhai Patel
Group, Baba Sahab Ambedkar Group, APJ Abdul Kalam Group &
Dr. Rajendra Prasad group. In this competition 48 questions were
asked to students to which students enthusiastically answered. In
this competition Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam Group secured first position
followed by Baba Sahab Ambedkar Group & Dr. Rajendra Parsad
group respectively. The winners were awarded with certificates and
stationary items.

Certificate Distribution to Winner Group

Students participating in Quiz
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Celebrating International Tribal Day

DLSA Jhabua organized online poster competition on the
occasion of Tribal Day dated 09.08.2020 on the topic of
environment protection for the students of class 9th to 12th . About
50 students participated in this competition. On 15th August DLSA
Jhabua has awarded certificate to winners who got first three
position after declaring the result.
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Provided Assistance to disabled person
On the information received to DLSA Damoh that a disabled
person Badri Prasad Sen is in need of Baishakhi and Wheel chair,
DLSA Damoh in coordination with social justice department
provided a tricycle to the handicapped person.
Chairman DLSA Damoh took sou moto cognizance of a news
article that Badri Prasad Sen resident village Madia Kamal District
Damoh on 07.08.2020, was unable to move, as his locomotive
skills had been impaired. District Judge / Chairman DLSA Damoh,
coordinated with the Social Justice Department and through follow
up action Badri Prasad was given the gift of movement by award of
tricycle on 19 August 2020.

P.L.V. Helped an innocent
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Empowering Women through Legal
Awareness Camp
A CAMPAIGN for empowering women has been launched by
Hon‟ble Executive Chairman of NALSA, On the countries
74th,,under joint initiative of NALSA and NCW. In pursuance of
scheme Legal Awareness Programme are being organized by DLSA‟s
across the state under the existing protocol. The resource persons
enlightened the female participants about certain women laws as
prescribed by NALSA.

DLSA Alirajpur

DLSA Bhopal

DLSA Anuppur

DLSA Damoh
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Resolution of Complaint Received Through Legal
Aid Helpline- 15100
Legal Issues

Non Legal Issues

27
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